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AVAILABLE COLORS:

Carhartt ® Crowley Soft Shell Jacket. CT102199

The closest thing to wearing an armadillo, this
heavyweight soft shell keeps the elements at bay
while keeping you warm and dry.

13.9-ounce, 90/10 nylon/spandex shell
bonded to a water- resistant film insert and
a 100% polyester fleece backing
Rain Defender ® durable water repellent
Wind Fighter ® technology tames wind
Rugged Flex ® technology for ease of
movement
Reverse coil center- front z ipper with chin
guard
Zip- through cadet collar
Left chest pocket with reverse coil z ipper
Zippered hand pockets
Interior pockets: large document pocket
with hook and loop closure and two open
pockets
Hook and loop adjustable cuffs
Adjustable drawcord drop tail hem
Carhartt- strong, triple-stitched main seams
Carhartt label sewn on chest pocket

Adult Sizes: S-3XL



front 

back

CHEST
Measure under the arm and around the

fullest part o f the chest with arms down,

keeping tape horizontal.

The closest thing to  wearing an armadillo , this

heavyweight so ft shell keeps the elements at

bay while keeping you warm and dry.

 13.9-ounce, 90/10 nylon/spandex shell

bonded to  a water-resistant film insert and a

100% po lyester fleece backing

 Rain Defender  ®  durable water repellent

 Wind Fighter  ®  techno logy tames wind

 Rugged Flex ®  techno logy for ease o f

movement

 Reverse co il center-front zipper with chin

guard

 Zip-through cadet co llar

 Left chest pocket with reverse co il zipper

 Zippered hand pockets

 Interio r pockets: large document pocket

with hook and loop closure and two open

pockets

 Hook and loop adjustable cuffs

 Adjustable drawcord drop tail hem

 Carhartt-strong, triple-stitched main seams

 Carhartt label sewn on chest pocket

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Machine wash co ld. Do not bleach. Tumble dry low.

Cool iron. Do not dry clean.

HOW TO MEASURE

SIZE CHART

S M L XL 2XL 3XL
Chest 34-36 38-40 42-44 46-48 50-52 54-56

COLOR INFORMATION

Carhartt ® Crowley Soft Shell
Jacket. CT102199



Black Charcoa l
PMS 11C


